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Whereas the sixth-generation F has the distinction of taking Ford to the top of pickup truck
sales, the redesigned seventh-generation trucks are credited for keeping the Blue Oval in the
number one position. Helping to maintain this status was Ford's effort to improve fuel economy,
and to that end the seventh-generation trucks were actually a bit shorter, narrower, lower, and
as a result, lighter than previous models despite having the same wheelbase, interior room and
cargo capacity. Utilizing numerous visual and mechanical enhancements, the
seventh-generation F-Series enjoyed a higher level of refinement than its competitors, allowing
the venerable pickup to wear many different shoes. In fact, some might say the "mainstreaming"
of the pickup truck from a work vehicle to an all-around family vehicle began with the
seventh-generation Ford F-Series. Here is a video of a very original F Ranger with 86, original,
documented miles. The video is made by the second owner and is pretty detailed:. The debut of
the seventh-generation F-Series for the model carried the redesigns of the and trucks to the
next logical step. Sharper edges were Ford's answer to streamlining their pickups, notably in
the new square grille with prominent horizontal and vertical bars, complimented by sharper
lines on the hood, cab and bed. Those same sharper lines were also found inside, where a new
dash design utilized updated gauges that retained the previous-generation feel with a more
modern look. The hood release was relocated inside the cab, the lock cylinder was relocated to
the steering column, and better sound deadening through sound insulation and a double-panel
roof gave the F-Series a more refined, user-friendly interior. The large single-pane rear side
glass on SuperCab models became two smaller, vertical panes per side, smaller body side trim
on up-level models contributed to the smoother, squared-off look, and the Ford lettering
remained on the hood and tailgate, similar to the previous generation but a bit more prominent.
For , Ford started using plastic inner front fender panels as another measure to reduce weight
and improve fuel economy. The F soldiered on as the entry-level, full-size truck, available with a
Flareside or Styleside bed. Custom remained the base trim level with virtually no options and
vinyl floors. The popular Freewheeling Appearance Package of the previous-generation also
returned for The 4. The optional 5. F trucks offered the high-torque horsepower 6.
Three-on-the-tree and four-speed manual transmissions were entry-level, with a three-speed
automatic optional across the lineup. All trucks were available in either two-wheel or four-wheel
drive. Though Ford was utilizing galvanized steel and taking other steps to reduce corrosion,
rust was still a problem on these trucks, notably around the fenders and corners of the cab.
Recalls for the day were few, though a minor problem with a forward gas tank shield did prompt
a recall of approximately units. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of
2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. This truck is for the
bold! Runs great. Fun ride. Good shape. Complete Pictures including undercarriage and Video
at Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile consignment dealerships in
the wor This Ford Ranger Camper Special is powered by its original ci 4-cylinder engine backed
by a Auction Vehicle. This is a very solid Ford F pickup in from the midwest. Truck has mostly
original paint, n Collectors Dream Cars proudly presents With a ton of originality, this Ford F
Ranger Explorer is a truly unique survivor with a r Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top
are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT
was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I spoke with Jon and I will have to say
it was the easiest and best car buying experience that I have ever had. I was miles away and he

brought the car to my house with all the paperwork and it was a great experience. Caesar also
made sure all the paperwork was taken care of and he worked to make sure it was all done fast
and easy. I bought a mustang for my daughter from Miracle Toyota but all I have owned is
toyota trucks. I will be calling them when I am ready for a new truck. Overall it was an excellent
experience. They are a no pressure dealer and provided free car fax reports for all of their
vehicles. They have a great selection of vehicles at great prices. I would definitely recommend it
to everyone. Salesperson was amazing, car is in fabulous condition. Couldn't ask for a better
purchsse. Salesman Tim told me I was approved for a the car and I told him I would be there the
following day. I drove 2 hours only to be told the car was sold the day before. If you are looking
at a no frills no pressure place to buy a car give these guys a chance. They had plenty of of cars
between 4k and 10k and the purchase process was as easy as I can ever remember. Great
option if you want something different than the usual dealers in town. Set up appointment to
test drive. So when the day came, they confirmed the appointment, and I drove nearly 45mins to
the dealership. Upon getting there they tell the vehicle was being worked and and they didn't
have the keys. So basically they wasted my Saturday morning and my time. Never told vehicle
wasn't able to check out before I got there. Once there told in 2 weeks the vehicle would be
available to test drive. They answered the phone and didn't bs or exaggerate. A step in the right
direction. Dealer responded quickly. Jeep was advertised as Rubicon, upon direct inquiry with
dealer they confirmed it was not and blamed Car Gurus for the error. Car Gurus gets all listing
information directly from the dealers. Good experience took awhile for the salesperson to come
out and let me test drive. I had an appointment but its presidents day so it was busy. This is one
of the best dealerships that I have ever worked with.. Lee was very professional and reached out
to me when I showed interest in a suv I was looking at. He answered any questions that I had
without hesitation. When I asked if any of my friends knew about him they recommended him.
Two of the 3 employees working at this auto lot contacted me by both email and telephone.
When I visited their car lot they were very helpful and courteous to me. They had two Toyota
Avalon's on the lot and I was given the details of each car. I returned the next day and
purchased one of the cars that I had examined. I would recommend this company to anyone
who is looking for a high quality, fairly priced vehicle. The Ford F once again offered buyers the
choice of a Windsor V-8 engine, along with the Cleveland V8 and a cubic-inch straight Aside
from that, buyers found little change underneath the square-shouldered new body; the 80 Ford
F pickup delivered the same rugged reliability as in past years. The Ford F shipped off the line
in several trims Sport, Ranger, Ranger XLT, Lariat, and Custom , with a range of cab, bed, and
tonneau options ideal for farm, ranch, and other workhorse uses. The supercab extended
crewcab was available only in styleside models, but fleetside choices included both 2-door and
4-door cabs. Tough enough to go off-road, the 80 Ford F offers plenty of power and muscle to
today's tuners and project enthusiasts. Its solid and durable nature, along with its affordable
price, adds up to a strong fanbase for the Ford even today. We'll help you f
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ind great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

